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Introductions
Rydskolan is a secondary school and it is located in a multi-cultural area in the suburb of Skövde. 
The school has a great experience of integration work and teaching swedish to newly arrived
students. The school also has experience from computer programming. 

In Skövde the students and teachers experienced programming with specific focus on computer 
software programming. During the week we had input from Skövde University, one software 
company and the Volvo high school. 

The students were tought to program in a game making program. It all
ended up in short games where the students had made a
a digital pet which could ove, eat, sleep and so on. The students 
programing skills, coming into this, was very various as well as
the results. The last day of the project an exhibition at the school´s
entrence hall was orginazed. At the exhibition the students 
got a chance to show their games and what their digital pet could do. 



Participants
The open minds, open boarders includes schools from six countries. In Skövde we welcomed 4 
students and one teacher from each country. The age of the students were between 14-20.

The week was mainly organized by the co-ordinator of the project but all the staff at uper
secondary school was involved and participated more or less during the week. Even staff at the 
lower secondary school had the oppertunity to show their work with the younger students and 
share experience with the visiting teachers. Both students and teachers visited lessons at the 
school during the week and the younger students came to the exhibition the last day of the 
project. 

In order to spread the project to people outside of our school, we took advantage of the 
municipality´s communication unit who helped us with a press release and postings on social 
medias. The local news paper wrote an article about our project. We also invited the 
superintendent of local schools and local politicians to the exhibition. 
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Inputs 
During the week we had a visit by Johannes Aspeby, founder of the 
gaming company CoffeStain. He talked about game development and how
computer games can be designed. The aim was to give the students 
inspiration for their own games. The presentation was very popular as the 
company was well known among the students.

The first day we listened to a presentation about Artifical Intelligence by 
Paul Hemeren from Skövde University. He foucused on the boarder
between man and robot. 

The students got to see programming in real life when we visited the 
Volvo high school.

Volvo high school Paul Hemeren from Skövde University

From the evaluation: 
”They were really good and very
interesting. They gave a unique look into
each topic” 

“it was very intersting to see how 
programming and computers are used in 
thr daily life”

“The presentations about Artificiell
Intelligence and the Coffee Stain were 
both very nice. I learnt some new things 
that I did not know and I was surprised 
with the social robot. The presentation of 
Coffee Stain was also very nice because I 
love to know facts of game companies, 
that I play games” 



Cooperative lesson

One of the intentions with this project was to give 
teachers from different countries and teaching 
cultures the opportunity to share their experiences of 
teaching and get input from each other. 

In Skövde six teachers, one from each country, 
planned and held a lesson together. This gave the 
teachers the opportunity to discuss educational 
issues and share their experiences from different 
school systems. The lesson was about digital 
development and the teachers gave the students an 
insight into life before smart phones. 



Programming
With help from the school's 
programming teacher, the students 
programed a game during the week 
using a program called Game maker. The 
task was to program a digital pet.

From the evaluation: 
“Its fun to work with the program and see how the game 
loks like”

“first i thought that it would be impossible but layer i
understood it and it became very fun”

“I had never done this before, that is, I created games and 
programmed machines for the first time and I liked it so 
much that I think that I will definitely continue to do 
programming in the future.  But I think that given too little 
time in two weeks I would be able to improve my game”



Visit to MME  

The teachers visited MME, MME is a centre for reception, testing and preparation of
newly-arrived school age pupils as well as coordination of mother tongue teaching and 
learning. When you arrive to Sweden and Skövde you start your first eight weeks in 
MME, learning Swedish and are introduced into the Swedish school system. After eight
weeks the pupil go to a regular school in Skövde but MME is coordinating and 
implementing mother tongue teaching and study guidance in the mother tongue for the 
pupil. 

During the week in Skövde the teachers in the open minds, open borders project visited
MME to hear about their work and meet some of the pupils and teachers. The aim was 
to share our work with new arrivals and exchange experiences from each other on how 
it differs in our respective countries and hopefully bring some good ideas back home.  



The Final

At the end of the week, an exhibition was organized in the school's entrance hall. The students 
who participated in the project presented their games for grades 5 to 9 at the school. The 
Swedish students were given the opportunity to try the games and it also gave them an 
opportunity to speak English. 

The local newspaper also came and did a report on the whole Erasmus week.



The artical from the news paper 
SLA 9th of november



Impact, dissemination and succes
• The teachers have got the oppertunity to see how Skövde is testing and preparing newly-arrived

students into the Swedish school system. They also got to know about how the newly-arrived
students are introduced to the swedish language and how they keep on working with a study 
guidance in the mother tongue after they have moved on to a regular Swedish school. 

• The teachers also had the experience on working together with colleagues from different 
countries to design a lesson.

• The student was abel to experience not only the original Swedish culture but also the mixture of 
the Swedish culture and another culture as many of our hosts were first or second generation 
immigrants.

• The students had the opportunity to learn a new language, the programming language as they 
designed their own computer games. 

• Many students brought their computer games back home and continued to programming 



Evaluation “The presentations about Artificial 

Intelligence and the Coffee Stain were both 

very nice. I learnt some new things that I 

did not know, and I was surprised with the 

social robot. The presentation of Coffee 

Stain was also very nice because I love to 

know facts of game companies, that I play 

games” 

It was fun, I’m a bit shy 

so a few things were a 

little scary but everyone 

was nice and the 

programming was fun 

even if it was a bit hard 

sometimes

It was the best week of my life, it 

was a lot of fun, I met a lot of new 

friends and I already miss them.  I 

think that the week is too short. 

Erasmus+ (1-31) kopia.xlsx

https://samarbete-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/sofie_nystedt_skovde_se/ES0NdiCcVupIsXDPLy09mmUBCnfh6o3yHUxS6tMfvLGI1Q?e=pOxqVv

